
 

Team PHOENIX Homework  
Date - Thursday, February 15, 2018 

 
    ABSENTEES need to check mailbox for all handouts and be sure that they are glued into the 

appropriate notebook to be prepared for  returning to classes. You are responsible to TURN IN 

all missed work one day, plus one additional day, after your absence.  If you are absent 3 days, 

everything is due on day 4. 

     -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Announcement: 3,000 Acts of Kindness Campaign starts in the Middle School. Students are 
asked to select at least 2 Kindness “Kards” each day/week for the month of February. They are 
to keep a record of dates, what kindness they did and how it impacted others.  
Writing:  Students worked in No Red Ink for 15 minutes.  They also worked in teams to 
complete three handouts: “Being Mindful”, “Close Reading Questions,” and “Critical Thinking” 
questions for “The Lost King” and “Being in the Moment” in SCOPE.  

HW: Study vocabulary for “The Lost King” and finish ALL practice sets in No Red Ink 
(Adjectives/Adverbs, Articles, Adjectives, and Subject-Verb Agreement I) 

Reading: Students continued to work on the creation myth, the Titan family tree, cause and 
effect, tools and weapons of the BIG Three in Greek Mythology. Proverb Quizzes were returned 
and glued into RNB on page 164  (HANDOUT - pg 163) 

HW:. READ and work on your log for next week. 

Math: Today students completed a graded classwork assignment.  

Math HW ---None - Do something kind for someone in your family who doesn’t expect it. 
Looking ahead:  We will begin the next module working with equations. Module 10 

Science: Today, we continued collecting and analyzing data for constant speed using the dot 
cars. Upcoming: Non-Constant speed using ramps 

HW: Begin Science Fair experiments. Remember to include at least 1 actual photo from your 
experiment.  

Science Fair: BEGIN EXPERIMENTS!!!!- remember to record all data, revise procedures as 
needed and include at least 1 actual photo from your experiment. Mrs. Maggioli will provide photo 
details for those unable to print a photo 

Social Studies: Today, we discussed current events and took a quiz on ancient China..  

HW: Enjoy your four days off! 

PORTFOLIO: Graph of MP 2 Report Card grades.  Be sure to connect your points from one “reporting 
period” to another. If absent, you can take your graph home and return it to your homeroom teacher to 
get this accomplished. Also get your MP 3 Goal sheet from you mailbox and complete with your Parent 
Signature.  


